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We have investigated the patterns of tissue flow underlying the formation of the primitive streak in the chick embryo. Analysis of time-
lapse sequences of brightfield images to extract the tissue velocity field and of fluorescence images of small groups of DiI-labelled cells have
shown that epiblast cells move in two large-scale counter-rotating streams, which merge at the site of streak formation. Despite the large-scale
tissue flows, individual cells appear to move little relative to their neighbours. As the streak forms, it elongates in both the anterior and
posterior directions. Inhibition of actin polymerisation via local application of the inhibitor latrunculin A immediately terminates anterior
extension of the streak tip, but does not prevent posterior elongation. Inhibition of actin polymerisation at the base of the streak completely
inhibits streak formation, implying that continuous movement of cells into the base of the forming streak is crucial for extension. Analysis of
cycling cells in the early embryo shows that cell-cycle progression in the epiblast is quite uniform before the primitive streak forms then
decreases in the central epiblast and incipient streak and increases at the boundary between the area pellucida and area opaca during
elongation. The cell-cycle inhibitor aphidicolin, at concentrations that completely block cell-cycle progression, permits initial streak
formation but arrests development during extension. Our analysis suggests that cell division maintains the cell-flow pattern that supplies the
streak with cells from the lateral epiblast, which is critical for epiblast expansion in peripheral areas, but that division does not drive streak
formation or the observed tissue flow.
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The formation of the primitive streak is one of the most
striking phenomena in the early development of the chick
embryo. The streak forms from epiblast cells overlying
Koller’s sickle. It first becomes visible as an accumulation
of cells at the posterior pole of the epiblast then extends
anteriorly for up to 12 h until it reaches a length of 80% of
the extension of the epiblast, after which it starts to regress
(Bachvarova et al., 1998). The streak is the site of the dorso-
ventral ingression of mesoderm and endoderm cells.
Extensive recent fate-map studies using localised injection
of the lipophilic dye DiI have clarified the fate of cells in the0012-1606/$ - see front matter D 2005 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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embryos labelled with iron and carbon particles performed
more than 70 years ago suggested that streak formation
involved large-scale movement of cells from the sickle into
the streak (Graeper, 1929; Vakaet, 1970). Graeper noted
that, during streak formation, cells from the lateral posterior
marginal zone move towards the centre of the marginal zone
where they merge and extend anteriorly, forming a
‘‘Doppelwirbel’’ which he named polonaise movements.
More recent experiments, which labelled groups of cells in
different positions with DiI and followed their fate over
time, showed that sickle cells move to occupy a range of
anterior–posterior positions in the streak (Lawson and
Schoenwolf, 2001). Cells in Koller’s sickle express a
characteristic set of genes that play important roles in the
control of later development, e.g. signalling molecules of284 (2005) 37 – 47
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transcription factors (Chapman et al., 2002, 2004; Lawson
et al., 2001). The expression domain of these genes
conformally transforms from a sickle-shaped domain via
an intermediate triangular shape into an elongated domain
along the midline of the embryo, stretching in an anterior
direction from the posterior marginal zone. The primitive
streak forms along the embryo midline. This coordinated
change in gene expression pattern also suggests that the
initially sickle-shaped group of cells transforms into the
streak by rearrangement of the cells along the midline of the
embryo. Recent insights into the mechanisms controlling
streak induction include the observations that misexpression
of the TGF-h family member Vg1, which normally
expresses in the posterior marginal zone, can induce ectopic
primitive streaks and that Vg1 requires the expression of
Wnt8 to exert its effects (Shah et al., 1997; Skromne and
Stern, 2001, 2002). The hypoblast also seems important in
controlling streak formation, secreting a nodal antagonist
needed to suppress ectopic streaks (Bertocchini and Stern,
2002). Rotation of the hypoblast can bend the forming
streak (Foley et al., 2000; Waddington, 1932, 1933).
Despite considerable progress in understanding the
signalling pathways controlling streak formation, the cellu-
lar mechanisms underlying the observed cell behaviours
have remained elusive. The rapid growth of the embryo
during early development requires extensive cell division,
e.g. in the fully extended streak (HH 4–5) stages (Sanders et
al., 1993). We generally lack data on cell division patterns
before and during the initial stages of streak formation.
Descendants of cells transfected with a lacZ-expressing
retrovirus can form strings of cells aligned along the
anterior–posterior axis of the forming streak, suggesting
that streak formation and/or extension could result from
successive, oriented cell divisions, with mitotic spindles
aligned along the anterior–posterior axis of the embryo
(Wei and Mikawa, 2000). Adams and coworkers have also
observed oriented cell cleavage and movement during
zebrafish embryo gastrulation but found no strong correla-
tion between the plane of cell division and the direction of
movement (Concha and Adams, 1998; Gong et al., 2004).
In this paper, we characterise tissue movement in the
epiblast quantitatively, using specialised image-processing
techniques to extract local, flow-velocity fields from time-
lapse sequences of brightfield images of early chick
development. We also track several small groups of DiI-
labelled cells in the epiblast during streak development.
These measurements confirm that, during streak formation,
cells flow from the posterior sickle towards the posterior
midline where they meet and extend anteriorly in a
polonaise movement. We extend these observations to show
that these movements are part of two large-scale counter-
rotating tissue flows forming closed loops around two
stationary centres. Furthermore, the posterior extension of
the embryo starts before the streak becomes visible as a
distinct structure. To address the role of cell division instreak formation, we characterised the pattern of cell-cycle
progression by measuring the relative distribution of S
phase cells. These observations show that cycling cells are
distributed more or less randomly in the early epiblast but
that, during streak formation, the majority of cycling cells
lie in a boundary region between the area pellucida and
area opaca, suggesting that cell division may help to drive
the tissue flows. Arresting cells in S phase by applying the
DNA polymerase inhibitor aphidicolin severely impeded
development but did not inhibit cell flows during the initial
stages of streak formation, indicating that streak initiation
does not require cell division.Materials and methods
Embryo culture
We incubated fertilised white leghorn eggs (High Sex 
Rhode Island Red; Winter Farm, Thirplow, Herts, UK) at
37-C for 0–8 h to obtain embryos between Eyal-Giladi and
Kochav stage-X and HH stage 1 (Eyal-Giladi and Kochav,
1976; Hamburger and Hamilton, 1992). We cultured the
embryos using the EC culture technique, which uses a filter
paper carrier to hold the early blastoderm and vitelline
membranes under tension while the embryo grows on a
substratum of agar-albumen, exactly as described (Chapman
et al., 2001). We removed any extra yolk cells floating on
top of the area pellucida using fine-tip forceps to improve
our view of the area pellucida when injecting DiI and
acquiring images.
Cell tracking with DiI and time-lapse microscopy
We used the carbocyanine dye 1,1V-dioctadecyl-3,3,3V,3V-
tetramethyl indocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI) (Molecular
Probes, Inc.) to label small groups of cells. We diluted a
2.5% stock of DiI in ethanol 1:10 in 0.3 M sucrose at 45-C
and injected it into the epiblast layer by air pressure through
a micropipette pulled from a 1 mm glass capillary in a
vertical micropipette puller (Sutter Inc. model P-30).
Normally, each labelled group contained 10–30 cells. We
incubated the labelled embryo in a purpose built incubation
chamber (20  20  6 cm) heated to 37-C by blowing
through humidified air, heated with an Air Therm heating
unit (World Precision Instruments) mounted on the stage of
an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 135TV). Fluores-
cent and brightfield images were taken every 4 min for 12–
15 h, using a cooled CCD camera (Hamamatsu 4770). We
processed the resulting images using Matlab routines and
compressed them into MPEG4 movies.
Application of latrunculin A
We implanted beads soaked in the actin polymerisation
inhibitor latrunculin A in embryos of various stages to
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latrunculin A to a concentration of 40 mM in DMSO. We
prepared Dowex AG1 X8 ion exchange beads by washing
them in PBS and incubating them in the latrunculin solution
for 1 h. We then washed the beads three times for 5 min in
PBS and implanted them at different positions in the
embryos and made time-lapse videos of the resulting
development.
Application of aphidicolin to block cell division
We applied solutions of aphidicolin of different concen-
trations to the top of the chick embryo cultures after DiI
injection. As a control, we treated other embryos with the
same volume of PBS. We made both fluorescent and
brightfield movies of the aphidicolin-treated embryos as




We incubated eggs for 8 h at 38-C to HH stage 1. We
transferred the embryos to EC cultures and incubated them
with 100 Al of 10 AM BrdU in PBS (PharMingen Cat No.
2420KC) for 2 h (Wei and Mikawa, 2000). To block S phase
progression, we treated the embryos with aphidicolin (20
Al of 10 AM solution or 10 Al of 100 AM solution). To stain
for BrdU incorporation, we fixed the embryos in 4%
paraformaldehyde at 4-C overnight. After washing the fixed
embryos with TBST for 30 min, we incubated them in 2 M
HCl for 60 min to denature the DNA. We then washed them
three times with TBST and incubated them with anti-BrdU
(PharMingen, Cat No. 555627 1:200, diluted with 1% BSA/
PBS) antibody for 24 h at 4-C. After washing them with
TBST three times, we incubated them with HRP conjugated
anti-mouse antibody (Promega, 1:200 diluted 1% BSA/
PBS) for 20 h at 4-C followed by three washes with TBST.
To develop the BrdU pattern, we first incubated the embryos
in DAB/Tris for 30 min at room temperature in the dark then
in DAB/Tris containing 0.3 mM H2O2 for 5 min at room
temperature. Finally, we washed them in PBS containing 2
mM NaN3 to stop development, cut them from the vitelline
membrane and surrounding yolk cells, and mounted them
on slides in 50 mM TRIS/HCl (pH7.5) containing 80%
glycerine.
Image analysis
We calculated cell trajectories from the information in
successive time-lapse images using routines written in the
Optimas VI (Media Cybernetics) macro language (see
Yang et al., 2002). We extracted the velocity vector fields
using a dedicated C programme, which calculates the
information flow for every pixel in the image and
displays it in various ways. For details on the theoryand application of this method to tissue movements in
Dictyostelium mounds and slugs, see Siegert et al.
(1994).Results
To quantitatively analyse tissue movements during streak
formation, we processed time series of brightfield images of
developing chick embryos in EC culture to obtain vector
velocity fields for of the entire epiblast. We combined this
information with DiI labelling of small groups of cells in the
epiblast, which reveals the movement of small groups of
cells. We then used tracking algorithms to visualise and
measure the movement of these cells before and during
streak formation and extension.
Tissue movement patterns during streak formation
To analyse tissue movement during streak formation, we
DiI-labelled small groups of cells at multiple locations in a
single embryo. We allowed these embryos to develop in EC
culture and followed the movement of the labelled cells by
time-lapse observation over the 10–15 h period of streak
development. We collected both brightfield and fluores-
cence images at 4 min intervals for up to 15 h and followed
the tissue movements during the early stages of streak
formation. These labelled groups of cells showed two large-
scale counter-rotating tissue flows in the epiblast, which
merged at the site where the streak was going to form a few
hours before the streak became visible as an optically dense
structure (Fig. 1). Two areas of relatively little movement
that did not coincide with any particular morphological
structures or any known cell type formed the centres of both
counter-rotating flows. Our DiI labelling experiments (Fig.
1) showed little relative cell movement despite large-scale
cell displacements; the cells in labelled patches stayed close
together. Closer inspection of the groups of labelled cells
revealed that cells from individual patches split up into
several smaller units, but we could not determine whether
these splits were due to adjacent cells moving apart or cells
dividing, or both.
Quantitative high-resolution analysis of brightfield ima-
ges of tissue movements in the epiblast using optical flow
detection confirmed the two counter-rotating flows (Figs. 2,
3). In the images, speeds vary from 0.1–1.5 Am/min at
different locations, with the highest speeds at the site of
streak formation and the outer periphery of the flows. The
large scale and symmetry of these flow patterns are
remarkable. Cells, not only move vigorously from the sickle
region towards the site of streak formation as Graeper
described, but also anteriorly and laterally away from the
site of streak formation, forming large-scale closed loop
flows, which strongly resemble flows in fluids. We observed
many embryos (>60) and always found the same flow
patterns.
Fig. 2. Velocity vector fields of cells in the embryo during streak formation. (A, B) Brightfield images of the developing embryo shown in Fig. 3 at 40 min
(before streak formation) and 320 min (after streak formation) after the start of the recording. (C, D) Corresponding velocity vector fields calculated over the
last 10 consecutive images taken 4 min apart. The red box indicates the saddle-point area where the cell flows merge and bifurcate along the anterior–posterior
axis. The green points in panels (A) and (C) indicate the quiescent points of low flow. The vectors show the average velocities calculated over 10 frames (40
min). The white scale bar in panel (A) is 250 Am, the black scale bar in panel (C) represents a velocity of 1 Am/min. See supplementary material movie 3 for a
dynamic presentation of this experiment.
Fig. 1. Cell flow patterns revealed by DiI injection in an HH stage 1 and an HH stage 3 embryo. We labelled several small groups of cells in one embryo (HH
stage 1) with DiI. We recorded brightfield and fluorescent images at 4 min intervals and calculated the tracks of the groups of DiI-labelled cells. (A, B)
Brightfield images of the developing embryo 160 min and 480 min after the start of the recording overlaid with the tracks of cell movement. The tracks show
movement of labelled cells in the last 160 min before we took the brightfield images, while the green heads of the tracks show movement of labelled cells in the
last 40 min indicating the movement direction. (C, D) Brightfield images overlaid with tracks for an embryo labelled at HH stage 3. The scale bar in panel (A)
is 250 Am. See supplementary material for movie 1 and movie 2 showing the experiments shown in A, B and C, D, respectively.
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flowing towards the streak bifurcate into two streams that
flow, either anteriorly (contributing to the anterior elonga-
tion of the streak) or posteriorly (contributing to the
posterior extension of the streak). Thus, streak elongation
is bidirectional from its initiation. We mark this bifurcation
point with a small red box in our velocity-field figures (Figs.
2, 3). During streak elongation, this bifurcation point seems
to move anteriorly relative to the length of the streak until, at
the extended streak (HH stage 4) stage, this point lies almost
in the middle of the streak (Fig. 3), while the embryo
changes from a circle to a pear shape (Figs. 2, 3). These
observations indicate a gradual increase in the rate of
posterior extension relative to the rate of anterior extension.
We do not know what determines this change in relative
elongation rates. Possibly, proliferation is faster in the
posterior epiblast than in the central epiblast (Figs. 5B, E)
since elongation of the embryos did not occur in the
presence of aphidicolin (Fig. 6).
Streak formation and extension occur actively both at the
base and tip of the streak
The above observations demonstrate the large-scale
connected flow of the tissue around two quiescent points
in the lateral part of the epiblast but do not show which cells
in the streak move actively. A control bead implanted at the
tip of a forming streak (HH stage 2) remained localised at
the tip of the streak when the streak elongated. The streakFig. 3. Vector velocity field of epiblast movement during streak elongation. (A, B) Br
min after the start of the recording). (C, D) Corresponding velocity vector fields calcu
position of the bifurcation point (red box) where the cells divide into anterior-movin
500 Am, the black scale bar in panel (C) represents a velocity of 1 Am/min. See suptip pushed the bead forward, and all movements were
normal (Figs. 4A, B, C). Thus, streak elongation is active
and can push an inert object. How do these forces arise? We
locally applied beads soaked in the actin polymerisation
inhibitor latrunculin B at various positions in the streak (Fig.
4). Latrunculin slowly leaches off the beads to locally
inhibit actin polymerisation and thus movement in cells that
receive a high enough dose. This local inhibition of
movement enables us to investigate the role of local cell
movement on streak extension. Grafting a bead at the tip of
the streak immediately inhibits extension of the streak in the
anterior direction, that is, the tip of the streak no longer
moves towards the anterior boundary of the embryo (Figs.
4D, E, F). However, closer observation revealed that the
streak still elongates due to posterior extension of the streak,
as is evident from the velocity flow field (compare flows in
Figs. 4C and F). Implantation of latrunculin beads at the
base of a forming streak blocks both anterior and posterior
streak elongation almost completely (Figs. 4G, H, I), there is
no significant elongation of the streak during the 6.5 h period
of observation. The large outward directed velocity vectors
in the periphery of the embryo reflect the growth of the
embryo, which is not affected by the local application of
latrunculin. These observations suggest that the majority of
cells that contribute to the streak must move through the
posterior area of the embryo and that this movement is
active and actin-dependent, resulting either from cell
division or crawling of cells on the basement membrane/
extracellular matrix.ightfield images of a developing embryo at different stages (at 40min and 600
lated over 10 consecutive images taken at 4 min intervals. Note the change in
g and posterior-moving streams. The white scale bar in panel (A) represents
plementary material movie 4 for a dynamic presentation of this experiment.
Fig. 4. Inhibition of streak extension by local inhibition of actin polymerisation. (A, B, C) Movement of a control bead implanted at the tip of the streak in an HH
stage 2 embryo (A) and the same embryo 6.5 h later (B). (C) Tissue flow velocity field calculated over a 30 min period 6–6.5 h after implantation of the bead. (D,
E, F) Embryo with a bead soaked in 40 mM latrunculin implanted at the tip of the streak at the start of the experiment (D) and the same embryo 6.4 h later (E). (F)
Tissue flow velocity field calculated over a 30 min period 6–6.5 h after implantation of the bead. (G, H, I) Embryo with a latrunculin soaked bead implanted at
the base of the forming streak at the start of the experiment (G) and 6.5 h after implantation (H). (I) Flow velocity field 6–6.5 h after implantation. Green circles
in panels (C, F, I) correspond to the position of the beads at 6.5 h. The vertical line is drawn to aid in comparing the position of the bead at the start of the
experiment with that after 6.5. The white scale bar in panel (B) represents 300 Am, the black scale bar in panel (C) represents a velocity of 1 Am/min. See
supplementary material movies 5, 6, 7 for a dynamic representation of the experiments shown in A–C, D–F and G–I, respectively.
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Experiments labelling individual cells with lacZ-expres-
sing virus particles have shown that cells in the streak
mostly divide with their cleavage plane perpendicular to
the direction of streak elongation, giving rise to strings of
cells aligned along the long axis of the streak (Wei and
Mikawa, 2000). We cannot conclude whether oriented cell
divisions drive or result from the cell flows. In the
absence of quantitative information on cell division and
cell-cycle progression before and during the early stages
of streak formation, we investigated the pattern of cell-
cycle progression in more detail. We located cells in S
phase using a 2 h BrdU pulse labelling (Fig. 5). During
early stages (HH 1–2), the BrdU incorporating cells in the
epiblast showed no specific pattern, except that they
concentrated at the outermost edge of the area opaca,
which expands over the yolk as the embryo grows (Figs.
5A, D). In embryos labelled during the initial stages of
streak formation, more cells in the region between thearea opaca and the area pellucida incorporated BrdU,
while fewer cells in the central region of the embryo
incorporated BrdU (Figs. 5B, E). To investigate whether
these cell divisions form and elongate the streak, we
incubated embryos with the DNA polymerase inhibitor
aphidicolin. We used aphidicolin to block cell-cycle
progression since, unlike most mitotic inhibitors, it does
not directly interfere with the cytoskeleton (which would
affect the cells’ motile machinery). Control points which
check for the successful replication of DNA before
allowing cells to proceed into mitosis and cytokinesis
allow blocking of DNA synthesis to indirectly block cell
division (Michael and Newport, 1998). Incubation of our
cells with aphidicolin completely inhibited BrdU incorpo-
ration, indicating effective cell-cycle arrest (Figs. 5C, F).
In embryos receiving concentrations of aphidicolin that
completely inhibited DNA replication, cells from the
sickle region still moved towards the posterior midline,
the position where the streak normally initiates, however,
the streak did not extend completely, causing compaction
Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of cells in S phase during early development. (A) Prestreak embryo (HH stage 1) showing uniform labelling of cells in the epiblast,
with a slightly higher degree of labelling at the outmost periphery of the embryo. (B) HH stage 3+ embryo showing somewhat more labelling in the boundary
region between the area pellucida and area opaca. (C) Complete inhibition of DNA synthesis in the presence of aphidicolin (10 Al, 100 AM). (D–F) The
relative number of cells in S phase for images (A–C). We determined the number of cycling cells determined for a 25  25 grid covering the images and
displayed it as a relative colour map. After aphidicolin treatment (C), BrdU incorporation effectively ceases.
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Cells located in the anterior and lateral parts of the area
pellucida moved radially, directly towards the posterior
pole, the site of streak formation, without following the
normal circular flow patterns (Fig. 6), resulting in a large
aggregation of cells at the site of streak formation. In all
these experiments, the embryo tore itself apart, suggesting
that the condensation of cells at the site of streak formation
generates forces independent of cell division. Since cells
initially aggregate at the site of streak formation in the
absence of cell division, some other mechanisms must drive
aggregation. Our analysis suggests that increased cell
division in a region between the area opaca and area
pellucida is necessary for proper cell movement during
the later stages of streak formation, especially during and
after the half-extended streak stage, when the cells start
to invaginate in the streak and cells dividing in theepiblast must replace the cells that disappear from the
surface.Discussion
Streak formation involves large-scale, active tissue flows
Our observations of the cell flow patterns do not indicate
whether all or only some cells move actively. Since the cells
in the epiblast form a tightly connected epithelial sheet, local
movement of one group of cells requires other cells to
rearrange in order to maintain the integrity of the epithelial
sheet. In this sense, cell flow patterns very much resemble
flow patterns in a fluid, where viscosity controls the
interactions and flow properties. That local inhibition of the
actin cytoskeleton eliminates anterior elongation suggests that
Fig. 6. Inhibition of cell movement in the presence of aphidicolin. Trajectories of DiI-labelled cells and vector velocity fields, showing the failure of streak
formation and development in the absence of cell division. (A, B) Cell flow patterns revealed by DiI injection in embryo treated with aphidicolin. Labelled
tracks show cell movement during the last 240 min before we took the brightfield images at 360 min (A) and 640 min (B) after the start of recording. The
green heads of the tracks show cell movement during the last 60 min. (C, D) Vector velocity fields calculated for the images shown in panels (A, B). The
initial vector flow field shows that the streak starts to form but stops since, in the absence of cell division, cells from the anterior and lateral area pellucida
all move inward towards the centre of the embryo. No cells move anteriorly unlike normal development (Figs. 1–3). The white scale bar in panel (A)
represents 250 Am, the black scale bar in panel (C) corresponds to a velocity of 1 Am/min. See also supplementary material movie 8.
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active migration of the cells in the tip of the streak. Cells in
the tip of the streak might chemotax up a gradient of a
chemo-attractant (Painter et al., 2000). Blocking cell move-
ment at the base of the streak, essentially at the meeting point
of bifurcating cell flows, blocks both anterior and posterior
streak extension, strongly suggesting that cell flow towards
the meeting point is absolutely necessary for streak formation
and elongation. The bifurcating flow pattern at the base of
the streak resembles that seen during convergent extension in
Xenopus and zebrafish embryos (Glickman et al., 2003;
Keller et al., 2000).
The cell-flow patterns observed during streak formation
strikingly parallel movements D’Amico and Cooper
recently described for nuclei in the syncytial yolk layer
in early gastrulation-stage fish embryos (D’Amico and
Cooper, 2001). These nuclei also form two large-scale
counter-rotating vortices flowing in a dorso-anterior
direction, circulating around two quiescent lateral centres
and merging at the midline of the embryo. They persist
until the first somite stage. Thus, counter-rotating flows
do not need active cell rearrangement but can occur in a
cellular syncytium, where they may either involve active
transport of nuclei along a microtubule network or result
from flows in the cytoplasm. Epiboly in fish also seems
to involve tissue flows directed towards the central
midline with a flow bifurcation in the anterior andposterior directions (Glickman et al., 2003). However,
the extent to which these nuclear movements in the yolk
syncytial layer resemble movements in the fish epiblast is
not clear.
Cell division is necessary for but does not drive streak
formation
Localised or oriented cell divisions could locally
expand the cell mass in the epiblast, displacing cells at
other locations. However, our experiments with aphidicolin
showed clearly that the initial cell flows preceding streak
formation occurred in the absence of cell division. A streak
started to form; however, both the anterior and posterior
extension stopped before streak formation was completed.
During streak formation (even in the presence of aphidi-
colin), the tissue thickens at the site of the streak, as the
darkening of the structure in the brightfield images
indicates. Thus, rather than cell division, the active
aggregation of cells at this site (seen clearly in the tracks
of DiI-labelled cells and in the velocity profile, Fig. 6),
which requires the recruitment of cells from neighbouring
areas in the epiblast, drives thickening. Recruitment
requires the epiblast to expand in surface area, which
most likely involves the increased cell division we
observed in the boundary region between the area opaca
and area pellucida (Figs. 5B, E). Aphidicolin inhibition of
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from anterior and lateral epiblast regions towards the
location of streak formation thins and finally ruptures the
epiblast. Thus, cell division in the early epiblast plays an
essential permissive role in streak formation, expanding the
surface area of the epiblast, in a functional analogue to the
radial intercalation which increases the surface area of the
ectoderm during gastrulation in Xenopus (Keller et al.,
2000). We still must determine which signals coordinate
the spatial pattern and dynamic changes of cell division
during early stage gastrulation.
The fate of cells moving in the epiblast
What function do the cell flows during streak formation
serve? What is the fate of the cells in various parts of the
epiblast? The cells that will form the streak were derived
from those cells just anterior to and overlaying Koller’s
sickle, which express may distinct genes: notably, Wnt8c,
nodal, and FGF8 (Chapman et al., 2002; Lawson et al.,
2001). Our observations show that cells from the anterior–
lateral epiblast replace the cells of Koller’s sickle that move
into the streak. A thin semicircle of cells at the posterior
margin of the epiblast express ephrinB3 (Baker and Antin,
2003; Baker et al., 2001). Between stages HH 2 and HH 4,
ephrinB3 transcription restricts to the anterior primitive
streak until at HH 4 only Hensen’s node expresses
ephrinB3. Expression in the node continues until stage
HH 10. According to the fate map of the early epiblast,
many of the antero-lateral, ephrinB3-expressing cells end up
in the lateral plate mesoderm (Hatada and Stern, 1994).
Therefore, cell flows could cause this remarkable change in
gene expression, and the confinement of expression to
Hensen’s node could result from the more lateral cells
switching off ephrinB3 expression once they invaginate. We
must check whether ephrinB3 helps control global epiblast
movements.
Cells anterior to Koller’s sickle move anteriorly. Central
cells move in the anterior direction, while more lateral
cells move first anteriorly then laterally. When we compare
these movement patterns to the fate map of the epiblast at
early stages of development, we find that anterior-moving
cells join the neuro-ectoderm and surface ectoderm
(Hatada and Stern, 1994). The flows may also account
for dynamic changes in gene expression during early
development of the neural plate, for instance, in the
expression of FGF receptors 1 and 3 (Walshe and Mason,
2000). Though the position of the cells at the quiescent
centres of the two vortices (Figs. 2A, C) does not
correspond with any identified gene expression pattern,
the fate map suggests that these cells will form epidermis.
The cells that move posterior will contribute to extra-
embryonic structures and contribute to the developing
haemapoetic system. We have found that the cells in the
posterior forming streak express VegfA and VegfR2 (M.
Chuai, X. Yang, and C.J. Weijer, in preparation).Possible mechanisms underlying streak formation
Major open questions regarding streak formation are:
what are the cellular mechanisms which cause the cell and
tissue motions which produce the streak and which signals
control them? Early streak formation could involve
intercalation of cells in Koller’s sickle at the base of the
forming streak, driving bidirectional extension along the
future anterior–posterior axis (Keller et al., 2003). In
Xenopus, convergent extension involves intercalation of
bipolar cells, and convergent extension occurs in Keller
explants, isolated pieces of dorsal tissue (Keller et al.,
2000; Wallingford et al., 2002). The Wnt mediated planar
polarity signalling pathway, with Rho kinase as one of its
downstream targets (Marlow et al., 2002) regulating
convergent extension. However, the early chick epiblast
does not seem to have bipolar cells (unpublished observa-
tions), and in our initial experiments, the Rho kinase
inhibitor Y27632 did not inhibit early streak formation,
even at concentrations which inhibited streak regression
(Wei et al., 2001). Our latruculin experiments (Fig. 4) show
that the tip of the streak has to move forward actively, so
streak formation must depend on more than just intercala-
tion at the base of the streak. The planar polarity pathway
also controls the cell–cell intercalation which drives germ
band formation in Drosophila via preferential non-muscle-
myosin-mediated contraction of cell boundaries perpendic-
ular to the axis of extension. The pair rule genes then
control the extension of boundaries in the direction of
elongation, which locally reshuffles cells and extends the
germ band (Bertet et al., 2004; Zallen and Wieschaus,
2004). We are now observing streak extension at higher
magnification to look for consistent patterns of local cell
rearrangement or polarisation in the chick epiblast.
Cells could also move in response to chemo-attractants/
repellents. The cells in Koller’s sickle could aggregate
towards the dorsal midline in response to a chemo-attractant
that these cells themselves produce, resulting in their
aggregation at the ventral meeting point. The cells at the
tip of the forming streak could then acquire the ability to
respond to a gradient of another chemo-attractant, for
instance, one that all cells in the epiblast produced, resulting
in their movement towards the midline of the embryo.
Alternatively, a signal coming from the base of the streak
could repel the cells. Possible candidate molecules include
the FGFs since epiblast cells express both FGF receptors
and some FGFs from an early stage and we have recently
shown that mesoderm cells chemotax to FGF (Karabagli et
al., 2002; Walshe and Mason, 2000; Yang et al., 2002).
In this scenario, most cells move actively, probably on a
basement membrane underlying the epiblast (Czirok et al.,
2004) making cryptic filopdia in the direction of migration
(Farooqui and Fenteany, 2005). We are now investigating
this possibility.
Cells in the epiblast might also respond to signals which
the endoblast emits while it is replacing the hypoblast in a
C. Cui et al. / Developmental Biology 284 (2005) 37–4746posterior–anterior direction. Hypoblast removal results in
defective streak extension, and hypoblast rotation bends the
streak (Azar and Eyal-Giladi, 1981; Bertocchini and Stern,
2002; Foley and Stern, 2001). The signal from the hypoblast
could polarise the cells, resulting in anterior movement and
rotational cell flows analogous to the counter-rotating fluid
flows known as Raleigh–Be´nard convection rolls in a fluid
heated between two plates (Bodenschatz et al., 2000). The
biological equivalent of the temperature gradient would be
the hypoblast signal that polarises cells movement.Acknowledgments
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